Artist’s Statement

With Purged, metamorphosis begins with destruction of an ordinary, mundane object:
a typewriter, T-shirt, baby shoes, lamps, or a pop-up calendar. Destruction opens the
pathway to creativity.
Now let me break that down and explain what I’m doing, specifically.
We all have it, every American, detritus, in our closets, basements, garages, junk drawers,
and attics. Useless items of no value whatsoever that we hold on to without reason. It is
such a phenomenon in this country that countless books, articles, and blog posts have
been written about how to “declutter” your life. Our culture promotes mass consumerism.
We acquire things we do not want or need and hoard the objects that are no longer useful
to us.
An article1 read by a friend provided the first stepping stone for Purged. My dear friend
Nancy Mills posted on social media her plan to follow the so-called 30-day challenge,
which involves throwing out or giving away one item on day one, two on day two, three
on day three and so on for 30 days. At the end you will have rid yourself of 465 items.
When I read of her ambitious plan (she ultimately exceeded the number by nine), I asked
her to send me one of the objects she was planning to dispose of. My plan was to take the
object and transform it into a piece of art. (Her calendar eventually became the collage
My Brother the Wind.) Nancy lives in Washington DC and we mainly stay connected
electronically. I loved the idea of having something that belonged to her and using the art
of metamorphosis creating a new entity from its components while thinking of Nancy and
feeling closer to her. I shared the idea with my husband, John, who said I should expand
the concept to include more people, to create an entire exhibit.
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Transforming the remains of worn or discarded consumer goods into art had a profound
effect on my way of making art. I have always worked in a variety of media, including
painting, sculpture, collage, fiber, and video. I feel there is an inherent link between an
interdisciplinary approach and metamorphosis. The flexibility of working with various
types of material, combining those materials, enhances the transference of banal object
into art. Yet for Purged, I had to confront materials I never worked with, like plastic, and
find an avenue to beauty from this very ugly commodity.

My method for creating art often starts with exploring the idea of metamorphosis itself.
The process of creation is by nature transformative. The materials you start with take on
a different appearance when the art is completed. Purged kept that idea at the forefront.
Generally, once the transformation of the purged object into art was complete, the
original item was no longer recognizable in its new state: Parts of an old IBM Selectric
become a robotic-looking hand, a flour-sifter becomes a mobile, a television set becomes
a diorama of a library.

Does reworking such stuff into art elevate it into something superior? Or does it merely
produce commodities of another sort? If so, what does that say about art itself? I leave
those questions to viewers to ponder. But I will state my belief that transforming old
things and giving them new life can offer a positive aesthetic experience.

There are a few exceptions to this: Treena Erikson’s porcelain angel with a plastic sword
was added to an assemblage piece titled Executive Oversight, a commentary on assault-rifle
mass shootings in the United States. Another exception is the box of unfinished porcelain
doll heads that Gary Schwartz contributed. Instead of breaking them into pieces, I took
portraits of some of them, revealing the creepily human side of the artificial heads.

In order to do this, I started by making of list of people I love and/or deeply respect—
mainly but not exclusively Detroiters—and asking them if they had an item they would
like to contribute to the project. The response was overwhelming. I received more than
fifty purged items and I had to stop taking any more of them. My studio looked like a
junkyard. Some people saw this as an opportunity to finally get that old computer out of
the basement and be done with it. Others shared very personal histories of their object
and what it meant to them. I received a three-page handwritten letter exploring the
magnitude of feelings that the purged object wrought on the person giving it to me. The
letter reduced me to tears. It ended with the women telling me how grateful she was that
I provided her with a reason for her finally letting it go and how thrilled she was that it
was going to be turned into something of another nature. The stories people told guided
the direction I took with the object they contributed.
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With some of the objects, like the ones contributed by Nadir Omowale and Olayami Dabls,
I knew immediately what I was going to do with them (as described in the following
pages). Some confounded me until I took them completely apart and laid all the piece
out on my work bench. This happened with Carole Harris’s Mr. Coffee coffee maker and
Steve Hughes’s Apple iMac. Once they were broken down the individual parts played
with my imagination.
The motivation for each piece of art varies. Some have strong connections to the person
who contributed the item, like that computer, which was transformed into Stupor Steve—
a robot head that has a Walkman attached that plays a mashup of recordings I made of
people reading from Steve’s zine Stupor.
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Others were solely inspired by the parts I had to work with, like the coffee maker. From
the disassembled pieces I made a sculpture titled Tesla and a mask titled Close. These art
pieces do not have a direct connection to Carole or to the fact that they were once parts
of a coffee maker. The shapes and textures of the materials alone suggested what the
original object could become.

Music is also another major influence on my work. What I am listening to while creating
a piece can guide my choices or the artwork itself will direct me to a certain song or
musician. Musically inspired art in Purged includes works I have titled Sonata in G
Major, Things Ain’t What They Used to Be, The Deity of Funk Stitched Together from Jive
Ass Slippers, and My Brother the Wind.

I did not use all of the pieces of the dismantled objects and often times I added new
materials to achieve the desired end. I keep the leftover pieces of the purged items in
labeled containers with the donors’ names in case I am inspired to revisit them. Because
of time constraints I was not able to get to all the donated items in time for the exhibit
at the Annex Gallery at 333 Midland in Highland Park in spring 2018 or the book. I still
plan to transform each and every object given to me. Expect a Purged II.

Detroit is the natural birthplace for an art exhibit comprised entirely of repurposed
objects. Detroiters are the most resilient, resourceful, and beautiful do-it-yourselfers
you will meet. They have an uncanny ability to take what is at hand and make it work.
Vacant lots turn into community gardens or neighborhood parks; abandoned buildings
are transformed into art centers. Peeling graffiti is morphed into jewelry that provides
homeless women with jobs and teaches them a new skill. Found objects are assembled
into art by many of Detroit’s talented artists. We use what is available. Our city has
suffered from neglect and decay and the citizens who stayed and made a difference in
their community are the true spirit of Detroit. A slow renewal has begun with the building
up of the riverfront, downtown, and what is now called Midtown. This development has
created a heated debate about “New Detroit” and “Old Detroit.” As a community we need
to work together to ensure that the city’s transition from decay to renewal is working
for everyone, especially the Detroiters who have kept the city alive with its music, art,
literature, small businesses, and heart over the years.

Within these pages are original poems by Maia Asshaq, Terry Blackhawk, Andrea
Daniel, and Bill Harris, commentary from Terry Blackhawk, and quotes from Ovid’s
Metamorphoses and Franz Kafka’s The Metamorphosis. Much of my art has been inspired
by literature and poetry. I have created a series of poetry-based short films that are
comprised of the various media I use in my art. The piece I made from Bob Follek’s
T-shirt is influenced by a line from Jane Austin’s Pride and Prejudice. Jack Deater’s
electronic keyboard morphed into the daughters of Minyas from Ovid’s great work.
Terry Blackhawk’s lamps had me turning to Walt Whitman. It has been said that
architecture is the mother of all arts but my mind finds inspiration in the written word.

Metamorphosis can be glorious.

1 Jacqueline Damian, “Take the 30 Day Decluttering Challenge,” Next Avenue, July 28, 2014.
<http://www.nextavenue.org/take-30-day-declutter-challenge/>
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Item: Pop-up Ancient Egypt Calendar from 2005
Donated by: Nancy Mills

Background: Nancy Mills is responsible for Purged happening and I am eternally grateful.
My request to receive one of the items she was purging from her home to declutter started
the project. I was thrilled when the pop-up calendar arrived. Not only was it loaded with
beautiful images of ancient Egypt but it also was a strong connection to Nancy. She is by far
one of the most well-traveled people I know. I thought not only of Nancy while making the
piece but also of Sun Ra, the composer, bandleader, musician, and theatrical performer.
The title of the art My Brother the Wind pays homage to Sun Ra & His Arkestra’s song of
the same name. After assembling the collage, I photographed the final work and printed
it on canvas.
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My Brother the Wind
Dimensions: 30" W X 30" H
Materials: Photo printed on canvas
(collage made from paper calendar pieces on painted wood)
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Item: Wood molding from an old Detroit building
Donated by: Olayami Dabls

Background: Olayami Dabls—artist, visual storyteller and creator of Dabls MBAD African
Bead Museum in Detroit—uses references from African material culture to explore the
human condition. I thought the wood molding he gave me resembled a horse’s head,
which reminded me of the Nigerian trickster tale in which Gizo fools the chief of the land,
the elephant, and the chief of water, the hippopotamus, to give him their food during a
time of famine. He tells each of them that the other chief would give them a great horse
in return for food. When the elephant and hippo ask Gizo where their horse is, Gizo tells
them he will return with it soon. He ties a rope around a big tree and takes one end to the
elephant and the other to the hippo telling them that it is a very wild horse and it will take
all their men to pull it in. Gizo ends up with food and the chiefs without horses. When I
carved the piece, I wanted it to retain as much of the feel of the wood molding while also
taking on the form of a horse head.
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Gizo’s Great Horse
Dimensions: 21" W X 11" H X 3" D
Materials: Wood, stain, paint
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